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ABSTRACT 
The most general l-2 inverse is found for a matrix over a regular ring. This result is 
used to give necessary and sufficient conditions for the invariance of the triplet BA’C, 
where A’ is a l-inverse or a 1-2 inverse of A. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
It is a well known fact [l, 21 that over a complex field the rectangular 
matrix BA -C is invariant under all choice of A - satisfying AA -A = A, 
provided that the ranges of C and BT are contained in the ranges of A and 
A T respectively. Indeed, since B = XA and C= AY for some X and Y, BA -C 
reduces to XAY. What is a lesser known fact is that this invariance holds for 
matrices over any regular ring R and that the converse holds for matrices 
over any regular prime ring such as a field. Moreover, related results are 
valid for matrices A + which satisfy the conditions AA +A = A and A +AA + 
=A+. We shall call any matrix A - a l-inverse of A, and any A + a 
1-2-inverse of A. 
It was shown by von Neumann [3, 41 that if R is a regular ring with 
identity such that axa = a, has a solution for every a E R, then so is R,,,, the 
ring of n x n matrices over R. Since R,,, can be embedded into R,,,,, or 
R nxn by simply adding zeros, it follows on block multiplication that each 
m x n matrix over R also has a l-inverse A -. Hence without loss of 
generality we shall assume throughout this note that R is a regular ring, with 
identity if desired, and we shall denote row and column spaces by RS( * ) and 
CS( *) respectively. 
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2. INVERSES 
If AER,,, has a l-inverse A -, then it is well known that this is not 
unique and that the most general l-inverse is of the form 
A-+H-A-AHAA- or 
A-+(I-A-A)H+K(Z-AA-), H, K arbitrary. (I) 
Also A -AA - is clearly always a l-2 inverse. Likewise the l-2 inverses are 
not unique. In fact we have 





where A - is any l-inverse and H,K are arbitray. 
Proof. It is clear that the R.H.S. of (2) is a l-2 inverse, since it is of the 
form GAG, where G is a l-inverse. Similarly (ii) is clearly a l-2 inverse. 
Conversely, if AXA = A and XAX = X, then it is easily seen that 
(A-+X-A-AXAA-)A(A-+X-A-AXAA-)=X 
=[A-+(I-A-A)X]A[A-+x(z-AA-)]. (3) 
Thus every l-inverse and hence l-2 inverse of A is expressible through (1) 
and (2) in terms of a fixed l-inverse. It also follows that, replacing A - by any 
l-2 inverse A’, Eq. (2) yields the general relation between two 1-2 inverses. 
n 
This should be compared with the most general e-inverse of A of the form 
C(DAC)+D, where C and D are arbitrary. We now come to the main part of 
this note. 
3. THE INVARIANCE OF Z3A -C 
A ring R is said to be a prime ring if and only if it satisfies the 
cancellation property 
a,bERandahb=OVhER+a=Oorb=O. (4 
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Now it was shown in [5] (p. 72) that if R is prime (with identity), then IS,,, 
is prime (with identity) for all n > 1, and conversely that if R,,, is prime 
(with identity) for some n > 1, then R is prime (with identity). Using block 
multiplication, it is a simple matter to extend this result to rectangular 
matrices, R, X n -which do not form a ring, however. Let us call R,,, prime 
if A,B ER,,, and AHB=O, VH ER,xm, implies that A =0 or B=O. We 
then have the following generalization. 
LEMMA 2. If R is a prime ring then R,,,,, is prime for all m,n > 1. 
Conversely, if R,, n is prime for some m,n > 1, then R is a prime ring. 
Proof. Let R be prime and suppose that A, B E kXn, with AHB = 0, for all 
H E R”X,. Without loss of generality we may assume that m < n. Embed- 
ding A, B and H in R, X n, we have 
for all [H,K]ER,,,. Since R,,, is prime it follows that A =0 or B =O. 
Conversely, let R, x n be prime and, say, m < n, and suppose that 
A,B E R,,, with AHB = 0 for all H E R,,,. Then embedding A, B and H 
in Rnlx, we have [A,O] 
[ 1 H [B,O]=AHB=O for all H ER,xn, which K [ 1 K 
implies that A = 0 or B = 0. Hence R, X m is prime so that R is prime. A short 
proof for an integral domain makes use of the column lemma [6], which 
when applied to AHB = 0 yields (B T@A)h = 0, Vh E k,, 1, and hence 
B TG3 A = 0, which clearly implies that either B = 0 or A = 0, since there are 
no zero divisors in R. n 
We are now in the position to state. 
THEOREM . Let R be a regular ring, A E ItrnXnr and B, C E R,,,. Then 
(i) RS(B)cRS(A), CS(C)cCS(A)*BA-Cis invariant under (*)-, i.e. is 
the same for all A -. 
*BA+C is invariant under (a)+, i.e. is the same for all A+. 
(ii) Zf in addition R is a prime ring and A, B, C are non-zero, then the 
converse is true, i.e. if BA+C is invariant under (*)’ and A, B, C are 
non-zero, then CS(C)c CS(A), and RS(B) C RS(A). 
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Proof. 
(i) Since B = AX, C = YA for some X, Y, Z3A -C = YAA -AX = YAX, which 
is clearly invariant under (e)-. The second implication is obvious. 
(ii) Converse. In the following proof we shall use the identity matrix I 
only formally if R has no identity, i.e., any equation involving Z should be 
multiplied out to have meaning. Suppose we are given BA’C = BA +C for all 
pairs of l-2 inverses A +, A’. Since A + is also a (fixed) l-inverse, (2) yields 
A’=(A++H-A+AHAA+)A(A++H-A+AHAA+), (5) 
where H varies with A’. Hence, we have 
BA’C=BA+AA+C+BA+AH(Z-AA+)C+B(Z-A+A)HAA+C 
+B(Z-A+A)HAH(Z-AA+)C, VH E ZL,43) 
Since A + is also a 2-inverse, we obtain from the l-2 invariance: 
B(Z-A+A)HAH(Z-AA+)C=BA+AH(A+A-Z)C+B(A+A-Z)HAA+C 
(7) 
for all H ER,~,. Selecting H = (I - A +A)K, K arbitrary yields 0 = B( Z - 
A +A)ZUA +C, for all K E R,,,. Since Z? is prime this gives 
B(Z-A+A) =0 or AA+C=O. (8) 
Similarly, taking H = K (I - AA +), we obtain 
BA+A =0 or (Z-AA+)C=O. (9) 
Now we assumed that B and C were nonzero matrices, and thus combining 
these results gives 
However, the latter implies that A +C = 0, BA + = 0 for all l-2 inverses A + . 
This cannot hold, because multiplying (5) by C we get 
A’C=A+AA+C+A+AH(Z-AA+)C+(Z-A+A)HA+AC 
+(I-A+A)HAH(Z-AA+)C, 
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which reduces to 
O=A+AHC+(I-A+A)HAHC, H ER,x,. 
Setting H = A +K, K arbitrary, yields 
O=A+AA+KC=A+KC VK E R,,,. 
Again by the prime property it follows that either A or C is zero, which is 
ruled out by assumption. n 
We conclude with the following three remarks. (i) The l-2 invariance of 
BA +C is implied by either the l-invariance or the 2-invariance. (ii) The 
above theorem sharpens considerably the result of [l] (p. 43, Ex. 14). (iii) The 
assumption that A, B, and C are non-zero is essential and cannot be dropped. 
Applications of the theorem are found in the theory of constrained 
inverses [7]. 
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